ADOPT A SPECIMEN CAMPAIGN

The Pathology Learning Centre (old Path Museum) is sheltering thousands of bottled pathology specimens in need of ongoing TLC.

There is a specimen that needs you.

We’d like to suggest you adopt one that has personal or professional significance. Hundreds of diseases are represented in our collection; we can help you find a good match.

A 5 year adoption costs R250
A lifetime adoption costs R1000

Your sponsorship will be gratefully acknowledged with a label on the bottle, and special open days will be held for sponsors.

If you would like to sponsor the restoration and maintenance of a member of this valuable collection, please go to the donations page
And contact the curator lab-digipath@uct.ac.za about the specimen you have in mind. (If you do not have a specific preference we can assign your donation to a priority specimen.)

“Our Mission is to be an outstanding teaching and research university, educating for life and addressing the challenges facing our society.”